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Data Preservation and 
Access Issues in Astronomy 



Data preservation and access responsibility 
Observational data 
•Observatories and Space missions are funded to do this for raw observational data 

•All raw data is public after a 0 to 18month proprietary period 

•Some projects carry out on-the-fly calibration 

•Pipelines are generally public although software but workflows will probably not 
run outside the organisation 

•Trend for higher level processed data  used for scientific exploitation to be 
delivered back to organisations: ESA, NASA, ESO 

Simulated data 
•No current policies; UK High Performance Community now planning Archives but 
it may be cheaper to publish the code and workflows. 
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Heritage: Cambridge Automatic Plate Measuring (APM) machine  
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• 1980-1990’s laser scanner 8micron sampling used to scan photographic 14inch x 14inch plates 

• 4 hours to digitise plate with 8 micron sampling 100Mhz PC (MicroVAX) 

• 6 GB per plate but did not store pixels(whole sky would have been 6 TB per waveband) 

• real time image processing  and feature measurement;  

• catalogues of 100,000 rows and 16 4 byte columns; 6 MB per plate 

• effective compression rate of 1000:1; images to features 

• further offline lossy  compression gave a further 2-4; whole sky stored on two 1GB disks on my 
desk (more storage than rest of Department) 



Cambridge 

Historical Trends 
• Future dominated by detector improvements 
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CCDs Glass 

• Total area of 3m+ telescopes in the world in m2, total number of CCD pixels in Megapixels 

• Growth over 25 years is a factor of 30 in total telescope glass collecting area, 3000 in pixels. 

• Moore’s Law growth in 

   detector (CCD) capabilities 

• Gigapixel arrays now 

available: Gaia is Space;Dark 

Energy Survey on ground 

• Improvements in computing 

   and storage will track growth 

   in data volume 

• Investment in software is 

   critical, and growing 
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Hubble Space Telescope 
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Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit 
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Current: selected Major Astronomy Archives 
Ground based facilities 

 

• European Southern Observatory(ESO):  
• 8 (3m to 8m diameter mirroe) telescopes operational in Chile; 2 sites 

• Headquarters: Munich, Germany 

• 50-100 TB per year 

 

• Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA): 
• 64 12m radio (microwave) dishes in Chile 

• Headquarters: Santiago, Chile 

• 50-100 TB per year 
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Data complexity and variety: No full Data Model yet 
10ish telescopes 
 
50+ instruments 
 
5-10+ modes for 
each 
 
Comprehensive and 
Documented 
Metadata is crucial 
 
BUT no standard 
Data Model exists 
 
Comprehensive 
Metadata in same 
file as the data. 
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ALMA Science Archive 

• Public AND Proprietary data are available from the ALMA archive. 
• Programmatic interface exists; public domain software library 
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European Space Astronomy Centre 
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Large Synoptic Survey Telescope(LSST) 

• Under construction 

• Operational circa 2021 

• Location: Chile 

• 8.4 meter (f/1.2) Primary  
• 3.4 meter Secondary 
• 5.0 meter Tertiary 

• 3 Giga pixel camera; 189 CCD 
detectors 

• 5-10 PB of imaging and 
temporal data per year  
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Key Themes: Interoperable standards 

• Metadata are vital so that software can read data correctly 

• Data Standards and Metadata standards 

• Interoperability between different archive centres 

• Published Application Programme Interfaces (APIs) to allow 
interoperability since: 

• Not all standards have been developed  

• Data Archive centres often not funded to keep up with evolving standards 

• Software can evolve easier than data 

• Keep it simple and develop iteratively from simple small steps 
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Standards 

• FITS file format 

 

 

• International Virtual Observatory Alliance 
• Standards 

• Archive registry 
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Standard Data format: FITS 
•  Flexible Image Transport Format 

• The FITS format was first standardized in 1981 

 

• Human readable header with metadata 

• Originally designed to allow data to be exchanged between radio 
observatories 

• Now the standard archive and science user format at all wavebands 
from Radio to Gamma rays 
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FITS: features 

• Machine independent; i.e. bit order defined  

• 8, 16, 32, 64 bit int and real supported 

• Supports both images and tables 

• Limited in curret form to tables with 999 columns due to a 8 character 
limit constraint! 

• Tabular compression of images; efficient reading of parts of the data 
after metadata header is parsed 
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International Virtual Observatory Alliance 

Key elements 

• Standards and Documents 

• Registry of all online astronomical data resources  

• A Virtual Observatory (VO) Architecture (Aviset et al, 2000) 
•  IVOA Architecture is decomposed into three levels. 

• Level 0 is a general, high level summary of the IVOA Architecture.  

• Level 1 provides more details about components and functionalities, still 
without being overly technical.  

• Level 2 displays how the IVOA standards fit into the IVOA Architecture.  
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Abstract: This document describes the current understanding of the IVOA controlled vocabulary 
for describing astronomical data quantities, called Unified Content Descriptors (UCDs). The 
present document defines a new standard (named UCD1+) improving the first generation of 
UCDs (hereafter UCD1). The basic idea is to adopt a new syntax and vocabulary requiring little 
effort for people to adapt software already using UCD1.  

This document also addresses the questions of maintenance and evolution of 
the UCD1+.  

Status of This Document: This is a Recommendation.  

Unified Content Descriptors (UCDs); 
Simple Image Access (SIA)  
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Long term archive interface problems: practical 
solution 

• Archive for experiments eventually become frozen and interfaces are 
are minimally supported and do not evolve with changes in interface 
standards 

 

• Minimal viable is ‘flat’ FITS files and http access with a documented 
interface; Metadata ALSO stored in a database or well defined Data 
Model. 

 

• New software clients are written by the community based on market 
forces: e.g. astropy project 
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Bottom up community based software empowered 
by GitHub 
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Some Astronomy Data Challenges  

• Petascale data volumes now; Exascale in a decade from 
Square Kilometer Array. 

• Heterogeneous data; 1000’s of different instrumental 
configurations 

• wavebands radio to Gamma rays 

• spatial resolution 0.1 arc seconds to 10’s of arcseconds to degrees 

• time domain; milliseconds to decades; dynamic range 1014 

• Poorly documented data models 

• Incorrectly or out of date documented data models 
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Summary  

Responsibility for preservation 

•Observational data is responsibility of the Observatories 

•Simulated data is a concern since no agreements 

 

Access:  

•Have mature and developing data standards with metadata 
• FITS file format 
• International Virtual Observatory Alliance for standards and registry of all 

online data resources  
• Access software via Astropy project  
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Weakness: my list of gripes 

• Backward compatability can make it hard for new adopters e.g. 
graduate students 
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